Ultimate range

Indiana white ultimate
Indiana irish oak ultimate
Jacobean apollo black ultimate
Jacobean empire white ultimate
Jacobean inspire chartwell green ultimate
Jacobean plain glass ultimate
Jacobean scorpio light oak ultimate
Kentucky aquarius red ultimate
Kentucky clear glass ultimate
Kentucky diamond lead green ultimate
Stable diamond clear glass irish oak ultimate
Stable diamond clear glass cream ultimate
Stable diamond clear glass white ultimate
Stable spy view clear glass chartwell green ultimate
Stable spy view clear glass light oak ultimate
Ultimate range

Stable spy view clear glass white ultimate
Stable view light clear glass black ultimate
Stable view light clear glass irish oak ultimate
Stable view light clear glass white ultimate
Tennesse clear glass chartwell green ultimate

Tennesse clear glass white ultimate
Tennesse dorado white ultimate
Vermont clear glass ultimate
Vermont slate grey ultimate
Vermont haze chartwell green ultimate

Vermont quadra black ultimate
Vermont trio rosewood ultimate
Virginia clear glass white ultimate
Virginia clear glass red ultimate
Vogue abyss anthracite grey ultimate
Ultimate range
Ultimate range

- Classic french door
  - black ultimate
- Windsor summit
  - light oak elite
- Classic french door
  - white ultimate
- Classic french door
  - clear glass ultimate
- Windsor summit
  - light oak elite
Elite range

Windsor summit light oak elite
Windsor linear black elite
Windsor ellipse red elite
Windsor clear glass white elite
Tennessee summit black elite

Tennessee linear green elite
Tennessee ellipse white elite
Tennessee clear glass white elite
Regency clear glass black elite

Regency clear glass anthracite grey elite
Kentucky summit black elite
Kentucky linear irish oak elite
Kentucky ellipse rosewood elite
Kentucky clear glass white elite
Elite range

Jacobean summit grey elite
Jacobean summit anthracite grey elite
Jacobean square lead green elite
Jacobean linear light oak elite
Jacobean ellipse black elite
Jacobean clear glass white elite
Colonial white elite
Colonial solid light oak elite
Colonial cream elite
Arcadia summit light oak elite
Arcadia ellipse black elite
Arcadia clear glass white elite
Select range

Kentucky Crystal Bevel Grey select
Arcacia bevel diamond grey select
Arcacia clear glass white select
Arcacia red diamond red select
Colonia white select

Colonial green select
Colonial red select
Jacobean clear glass white select
Jacobean crystal bevel chartwell green select
Jacobean crystal bevel light oak select

Jacobean green diamond green select
Kentucky clear glass white select
Kentucky red diamond red select
Kentucky white diamond light oak select
Regency clear glass irish oak select
Select range

- Regency clear glass blue select
- Regency clear glass white select
- Tennessee black diamond irish oak select
- Tennessee clear glass white select
- Tennessee crystal bevel blue select
- Tennessee green diamond chartwell green select
- Windsor clear glass white select
- Windsor crystal bevel red select
- Windsor diamond lead irish oak select
- Windsor white diamond black select

Threshold types

Choose a threshold to suit your lifestyle, our most common threshold is option one as this is suitable for wheelchair and pram access.

1. Low Aluminium Threshold
2. Low uPVC Threshold
3. Standard uPVC Threshold